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"T- The Almighty State!" The Fifth and Sixth Guardians were stunned, and so was the Third Guardian.

They all knew that Leon was only a distant relative of the Scammells with no power or ally in the southern region. However, apart

from the support Leon gained from the Thompsons and the Hughes, he somehow found an Almighty martial artist to protect him.

The sudden turn of events completely took the three of them by surprise.

"Who are you, old man? Why are you helping Leon?" The Fifth and Sixth Guardians anchored themselves onto the ground and

glared at Henry darkly.

"It doesn't matter who I am. I'm just a free-willed martial artist!"Henry said casually

Since he had a grudge against the Scarlet Thief, he felt that it was best not to mention his own name to save Leon some trouble.

"Old man, I don't care who you are, but the two of us work for the Southern Boss. This is a personal matter between our boss

and Leon Wolf and it's none of your business! This is your first and final warning. Do not attempt to help Leon, or you will pay!"

The Sixth Guardian threatened.

"The Southern Boss?" Henry was shocked.

The Southern Boss was an extremely powerful figure of the southern region with countless martial artists at his disposal, which

made him even more feared than even the Scarlet Thief.

Henry did not expect Leon's enemy to be the Southern Boss and was taken by surprise.

"What's wrong? Are you scared? You have one chance to back away and stay out of trouble!" The Sixth Guardian smirked

smugly, thinking that Henry was terrified by the mention of the Southern Boss.

Indeed, the Southern Boss was at the very top of the food chain in the southern region and even some of the most influential

families would steer clear of his way, let alone a free-willed martial artist like Henry.

The Sixth Guardian was certain that Henry would not dare to cross the Southern Boss unless he had a death wish.

However, what happened next took him in shock.

"There's no way that I'll step aside! I work for Mister Wolf! Do you want to hurt him? Over my dead body!" Henry said sternly with

determination.

Though the Southern Boss was far more powerful than the Scarlet Thief, Henry already swore loyalty to Leon. On top of that,

Leon was extremely generous with him by offering him an Ultimate Power method and valuable alchemical pills, so there was no

way that Henry would step back as the Southern Boss's guardians hurt Leon.

After being hunted by the Scarlet Thief for years, Henry had long cast aside all fear of death and would rather die than betray

Leon.
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